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A story of a time spent together, 
slightly slower and longer days spent in nature. 



A story of a time spent together, slightly slower 
and longer days spent in nature. Emerging wiser 
and more connected than ever before, to realise 
there is pleasure in the pathless woods. A glorious 
collection embodying House of Palomas naturalist 
aesthetic featuring an abundance of earthy 
tones and rustic textures a curated selection of 
cosidered designs with the intent to 
be timeless, effortlessly versatile and as 
always harmonious for any hemisphere. 

A WILDER
LIFE



Fabric Index

Cloud Clothe
A dreamy soft off white cotton gauze is made out of 100% Pure Cotton which 
makes this the most perfect transeasonal cloth that will be lived in and loved.

Caper Cord
An exceptionally luscious corduroy in our new Caper colourway, with unparalleled 
quality, comfort and a luxurious velvety hand feel this is by far our favourite classic 
winter cord. Fabric composition 97% Cotton 3% Spandex. 

Ginger Gingham
This beautiful new seasonal Ginger Gingham print feels like a warm hug. Thus, 
comforting, sweet fabric is printed on a light 100% Cotton and also features a 
beautiful lining in the softest pure cotton.
 
Florè Broderie
Our divine Flore Broderie features a petite flower applique scattered across 100% 
blanc cotton. This fabric has been hand selected to add a feeling of freshness and 
life to those cooler winter days. 

Jute Linen 
This beautifully rustic print adds texture and lightness which compliments the rest 
of the collection.   The Juté Stripe Linen also features a beautiful lining in the softest 
pure cotton. 

Naturel Ecru
Our undyed Naturel Écru Cotton features a playful organic sprinkle detail, designed 
to become softer with each consecutive wash makes the Naturel Ecru a distinctive 



Agnès Set
An iconic original. This sweet set delicately shirred to perfection 
crafted in a pure Linen/Cotton blend, our distinctive Agnes set 
features high waisted bottoms and adjustable shoulder straps.

Ula Set
 
An adorable set to be enjoyed alfresco. 
Crafted in our signature Juté Linen, our delightful Ula Set features a low-
rise bottom with darling frill details and adjustable shoulder straps.



Amour Blouse
 
To be lived in and loved, the Amour blouse featuring a darling tie 
neckline detail with pleated cuffs. Designed to be effortlessly versatile, 
beautiful paired back with every piece in the collection. 
Available in our dreamy Cloud Clothe and Naturel Ècru.



Anaïs Playsuit 
(unisex)

Fresh playful and perfect for every day. 
Our Anais Playsuit thoughtfully designed 
with full cotton lining, adjustable straps, 
elastic waist and crotch snap buttons. It 
is effortlessly versatile and can be styled 
alone or wonderfully suited to layer 
with your favourite winter pieces which 
makes it one of our best-selling styles. 

Available in:
• Naturel Ècru featuring a fun,  

organic sprinkle.
• Caper Cord beautifully lined in  

a playful striped cotton. 
• Ginger Gingham beautifully lined  

in a delightfully soft pure cotton. 



The Bijou Top

One of House of Paloma’s most 
distinctive styles. Designed for 
comfort and elegance featuring 
delightful wooden buttons, exposed 
shoulders and a flowing ruffled hem. 

Available in:
• Naturel Ècru featuring a fun 

organic sprinkle.
• Jute Stripe Linen beautifully lined 

the softest cotton. 
• Florè Broderie fully lined in our 

deliciously buttery creme cotton.
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The Dali Knit
(unisex)

An utterly cosy companion for winter. 
Our delightful Dalí Knit is wonderfully 
suited for comfort and ease, featuring 
a relaxed fit with pleasing 3/4 sleeves. 

Available in:
• Pumice
• Vine
• Pumice/Vine Stripe



Emilè Shirt 
(unisex)

Created in two of our playful essential colourways - undyed Naturel Ècru and Chalk. 
A truly versatile unisex staple for all nature loving girls and boys. 
This everyday essential features natural wooden buttons, 
small pockets, a relaxed fit and a charming Nehru collar. 
Available in Chalk and Naturel Ècru.



Freya Dress
The glorious Freya dress, an effortless 
beauty thoughtfully designed to 
be enjoyed throughout all seasons 
featuring a darling tie neckline detail 
with pleated cuffs. Wear alone or 
layered with your favourite Yves Pant. 

Available In:
• Naturel Ècru featuring a  

fun organic sprinkle.
• Lush Caper Cord beautifully lined  

in a playful striped cotton.  
• Florè Broderie fully lined in our 

deliciously buttery creme cotton.



Géne Shirt
(unisex)

 
A fresh tailored fit created in our playful Naturel Écru featuring a fun 
organic sprinkle and our dreamy soft Cloud Clothe, this perfect staple 
will quickly become an essential piece for any little man’s wardrobe. 



Gaia Dress
A darling little number to simply throw on. The Gaia dress features 
a relaxed fit, adorable elasticised arm and hem frills added for extra 
sweetness. Now available in our easy to wear dreamy Cloud Clothè.
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Gia Bloomer
So fun and so versatile. Our adored bloomers will add a sprinkle of magic 
to any outfit. Featuring a soft elastic waist and a darling ruffled hem.
Availablein Lush Caper Cord, beautifully lined in our playful striped cotton. 
Florè Broderie fully lined in our deliciously buttery soft creme cotton.
The perfect everyday essential in our most adored Naturel Ècru. 



Jean Michele Pant
A playful unisex style perfectly suited for girls and boys ready for any 
adventure. These wonderfully distinctive tailored pants can be dressed 
up for any special occasion or excellent staple to be worn al la casual. 
Available in Our playful and robust Naturel Écru Cotton and 
Juté Stripe Linen beautifully lined in the softest pure cotton.



Jean Michele Pant
A playful unisex style perfectly suited for girls and boys ready for any 
adventure. These wonderfully distinctive tailored pants can be dressed 
up for any special occasion or excellent staple to be worn al la casual. 
Available in Florè Broderie fully lined in our deliciously buttery 
soft creme cotton and the most luschvous caper cord.



Jean Michele Short
A playful unisex short perfectly suited for girls and boys ready for any 
adventure. These wonderfully distinctive tailored shorts can be dressed 
up for any special occasion or excellent staple to be worn al la casual. 
Available in our playful and robust Naturel Écru Cotton, 
Juté Stripe Linen beautifully lined in the softest pure cotton. 



Juliette Pinafore
The absolute perfect long pinafore for any girls’ wardrobe. Layer with our 
divine Provence Set or wear alone in summer to make this stunning pinafore 
perfect for all year round. This dress comes fully lined featuring adjustable 
cross over straps and of course pockets to keep little treasures safe.
Available in our favourite everyday essential in Naturel Ècru featuring a 
fun organic sprinkle Ginger Gingham beautifully lined in a delightfully 
soft pure cotton (Zsa Zsa is wearing an oversized sample pictured right) 



Juliette Pinafore
The absolute perfect long pinafore for any girls’ wardrobe. Layer with our 
divine Provence Set or wear alone in summer to make this stunning pinafore 
perfect for all year round. This dress comes fully lined featuring adjustable 
cross over straps and of course pockets to keep little treasures safe.
Available in our Our signature Jute Stripe Linen and 
Caper Cord, beautifully lined in the softest pure cotton.



Lucien Coat 
(unisex style)

The Lucien coat - the perfect winter classic. This beautiful unisex design 
has been handcrafted in our robust Cotton Drill in Bone featuring a 
pleasant olive stiped cotton lining, our signature raw wooden buttons and 
a removeable hood. Perfect to wear now and enjoy for seasons to come.



Lois Blouse
The Lois encapsulates whimsical and feminine. A darling shirred 
silhouette with signature voluminous sleeves, elasticised cuffs and a 
peplum hem. Available in Ginger Gingham and our signature Jute Linen.
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Matisse Pant
(unisex style)

An embodiment of our pared back 
minimal aesthetic. The Matisse Pant 
features a relaxed fit, wide 3/4 leg 
length, elasticised waist and side rope 
tie details perfect for any girl or boy.

Available in:
• Our signature Jute Stripe Linen 

beautifully lined the softest cotton. 
• Ginger Gingham beautifully lined in  

a delightfully soft pure cotton. 
• Our favourite everyday essential in 

Naturel Ècru featuring a fun organic 



Roya Shorts
(unisex style)

The Roya Knit encapsulating our relaxed naturalist aesthetic offering comfort and 
style crafted in 100% pure cotton. Treat me kindly by washing with gentle hands 
to get the longest life out of your cosy companion. Available in pumice and vine. 



Paros Knit
The Paros Knit captures our relaxed naturalist aesthetic with a striking 
V-neck, our signature raw wooden buttons and front pockets. Crafted in 
100% pure cotton makes this beautiful winter essential machine washable. 



The Provence Set
Le ultimate lounge set. Featuring an elegant relaxed fit, darling tie 
neckline, beautifully lined in our buttery soft crème cotton, delightfully 
soft elastic waist. Designed with the intent to enjoy all year round – layer 
back with all of our pieces for unmatchable style and added warmth. 



Sirene Blouse
The Sirene feminine yet practical - This delicate shirred blouse 
features sweet capped sleeves and an adorable peplum waist.
Available in sweet Ginger Gingham and Signature Florè Broderie. 



Yves Pant
The ultimate everyday essential for all girls and boys. This unisex pant 
features an elastic waist with cord tie detail and of course pockets 
offering comfort and refined sophistication whilst always ready for fun. 
Available in Naturel Écru Cotton and Chalk Cotton.
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THE JEAN BELLE HAT
Signature to the House of Paloma brand, the Jean Belle hat continues to sell out 
each season. Our children’s Jean Belle features a tie ribbon that sits under the 
chin & is suitable for children 2yr+. Each beautiful hat is entirely handcrafted with 
natural raffia therefore each piece is completely unique 
and will honour the imperfections of being handmade. 



FLORIAN BUCKET HAT
The Florian Bucket Hat the perfect accessory. Featuring an adjustable 
natural cotton rope to secure the hat on windy days, with thoughtful repeat-
stitching on the rim to ensure it holds its shape. Available in our luxurious 



Sustainable Scrunchies
Our fabulously divine natural scrunchies are a perfect addition to any outfit. These 
scrunchies are handmade with love and natural fibres out of the offcuts from our 
signature seasonal fabrics to be loved and enjoyed rather than thrown away as an effort 
towards a more sustainable future. Available in a 3 pack of Flore, Jute and Naturel Ecru. 



HOUSE  OF  PALOMA

T h a n k  y o u

Our Story

House of Paloma is more than just a clothing brand, it is truly 
an authentic extension of myself - a place for ideas to flourish, 
a creative space to inspire. Our community of talented 
artisans is now an extraordinary global project with 
a small handful of whom excel in their crafts to bring 
you House of Paloma’s exceptional fabrics, well-made 
sustainable garments of the highest quality along with our 
growing collection of divine ethically sourced accessories. 
I invite you to join us on our journey to get 
lost in the natural world @houseofpaloma.

We hope you enjoyed our latest collection ‘A Wilder Life’
For all enquiries please contact:

www.houseofpaloma.comhello@houseofpaloma.com


